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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE AND JUSTIFICATION 
This service paper is a quantitative analysis of 
II ~ I 
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I 
American! 
i 
!history textbooks, relat1 ve to the topical content for senior 11 
ih1gh oohool course• recommended by the Committee on American l'ia~ 
1jtory in Schools and Colleges ( 1944) • It is intended for the use!' 
lor department supervisors, classroom teachers, and high school I 
i il 
1
)librariana. if 
1: 11 
I I: 
i: I • PURPOSE l'j 
I 11 
li The purpose of' thh otudy 1e ( 1) to present a topical dif'~ 
l!ferentiation of twelve repreaentati ve American history textbooks! 
\jpublished for placement in grades ten through twelve; ( 2) to in-
1' 
ildicate those texts which m&J' be used tor basic reading; ( 3) to 
I' I 
11 indicate those texts which ma7 be used 
/!and ( 4) to indicate those topics which 
I' 
\i oppd in separate units of reading. 
I' I, 
d 
I 
!, 
r: 
II. JUSTIFICATION 
for collateral read ingJ I 
should be speciall7 devel~ 
II 
I, 
1: 
!i 
II 
ii 
II 
ii 
li 
li 
,,means 
I' I In American education the textbook remains the principal jl 
of instruction. As such, ita selection and use are signif-
1
1 
,,icant 
i 
!I 
:I 
1: In the subject field of American history, the textbooks il 
iiproY1de not only "the principel materials for implementing cour•t• 
---- -- rf stud~ bu~ _curricular organi:tio~for three grade lmla- ll 
I
I II ii 
I II 
problems for both teaching and administration. 
==,=====-==~~- -=-=~--~----~~--------~~--- -- ~-----~-~-~- ----c~~~ _--_ -__ cc-~~-~·~~--
1the middle grades, the junior high school, and the senior high 
! 
school. 1 Their selection and use have had to be adapted to 
these three cycles. Thus, the problem of differentiating text• 
book content parallels the continuing problem of articulating 
American history courses in the curricula of three schools. 
These problems are the result of the gradual development of 
the three-cycle course sequence: the second (upper elementary 
or junior high) cycle having been established before 1815, the 
first {middle-grade) cycle added before 1861, and the third 
2 (senior high) cycle accepted only by 1900. Concurrent with such 
slow curricular change was the retarded development of textboo 
particularly for the last eyelet for, the second-cycle text re-
mained the standard until the last decade of the nineteenth cen-
tury when publications intended primarily for the upper level 
appeared.3 Yet, since 1900 the differentiation of textbook con-
tent in American history has been more often suggested and pre-
scribed than realized. Recent research attests to this failure. 
In an effort to resolve the problem of duplication in 
subsequent cycles, the Committee on American History in Schools 
and Colleges in 1944 presented course content for each cycle, 
differentiated according to chronological periods, representativ 
dates and persons, study skills, and topics. The application of 
1 William H. Cartwright, "Evolution of American History in 
the Curriculum," in The Stud~ and Teachinf of American Histo~, 
Seventeenth Yearbook (Rlchir ~. Thursrle d, Editor), Nation& 
, Council for the Social Studies, Washington, D. c., 1946, p. 31 
I 2 Ibidem,pp. 21, 24, 30 
I . 3 Ibidem, .I>_• 28f. n 
ita topical content to present and future textbooks was auggeate 
by the Committee's statements that " ••• many extant textbooks ••• 
aan readily be adjusted to the program" and that " ••• textbooks 
in American history should streaa the minimum topics." 4 Edgar 
B. Wesley, Director of the Committee, later pointed out that, 
although no available textbooks had auch a core of topical con-
tent, publishers were advertiaing "to what extent their textbook 
meet the basic essentials listed by the Committee" or were "pre-
paring textbooks which tey to follow the apiri t of the .Report 
by giving large attention to a few essentials." 5 That such a 
response might follow a national committee recommendation was 
anticipated because of the precedent set by the Committee of 
seven of the American Historical Association (1898): ita report 
and its syllabi (1901) establiahed "norma" of textbook content 
for over twenty years. 6 However, the failure of its recommenda-
tions to avoid duplication in the seniori.high cycle led to the 
Report of 1944. 
The topic has an accepted curricular function, defined b 
one authority as " a source of suggested units of learn1ng." 7 I 
also baa an accepted textbook fUnction; it facilitates organi• 
zation into sections, chapters, and paragraphs. Its research 
function was suggested by Henry Johnson's criticism of the Com-
mittee's topical differentiation: 
4 American History in Schools and Colleges, New York, 
I 
Macmillan, 1944, PP• S3f. 1 11§. 
. 5 Edgar B. Wesley, "Revising the Program," National As so 
elation of Secondary School Principals Bulletin, XIX (February, 
1945), PP• 37. a9f. -
=ll==- ....• -'=Rol.la-c=L !17~ ~-Social SCJ.encu _ aa.=~ol~b 
New York, scribner's, 193 , PP• 
II 
L 
II 
I, 
II 
·c·_;;~-,~-·cc~--- ~~cc_--
1 
The topics are so broad that they may easily seem i 
to cover all that ia now in textbooks and considerablyll 
more. It would be interesting to tabulate the presentt1 
textbook materlals8which are actually excluded from th committee's core. 1 
I
! 'I 
i The writer has preferred to tabulate present textbook matErials !1 
r, - ~: 
ii included in the comrd ttee t s core of topics for the senior high ,I 
II school course in American his tory 1 the remainder, by subtrac tiot 
1
1
:lwould represent the exclusions. \j 
I I' 
:i Billett's "topical approach" to curricular reconstruction :j 
~ . i 'I II ! 
1: seemed to just1t"y the same approach to textbook analysis (and li 
1
1
1ater revioion); he described it as follow o: ]! 
)
1 
••• the development of an optimal sequence of topics ~11, 
,1 for a traditional course is a first step in translat1n · 
that course into a unit sequence, and ••• an opt:tmal 1 
sequence of topics can be developed only throu~ sys• ~~ 
tematic critical comparison of poteBtial topics with ; 
topics now included in the course. !I 
II \!This quantitative analysis is an essay in the systematic cri t1ca~ 
I 1! I: comparison of potential topics recommended by the ColJIDi tt • on ;i 
!,American ftistory w1 th topics now included in available textbooks~) 
' 1,1 
· Finally, the dearth of research based on specific sub- ·· 
l!toplcal analy••• encouraged the writer and justified this ee••7• II 
::1 
d 
Tea chi 
,I 
1 7 Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals o~ Secondary School 
!ins, Boston, Houghton M1f~lfn, 1940, P• 377. 
· 8 Henry Johnson, Review of American rilstort in Schools 
land Colleges, School & Society LIX,Apr11 ~~ 1944}, PP• 154f. 
II 9 Bf.llett, .2.£• ill•, p. 379. 
jl 
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CHAPTER II 
PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Perusal of educational literature revealed few textbook 
!I 
l; 
'I ,, 
1: 
li i! 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, studies based on the topical criteria of committee reports; only 1\ 
' II !two of the thirteen reviewed below referred to earlier committee 11 
jrecommenda tiona, only 
1 
four referred to the program of the 1944 
jReport. Moat related analyses p~~ev:i4ied measureidistribution of 
lcontent in terms of chronological periods, social studies, or 
I 
I 
!,topical categories derived from sources other than committee 
I 
' 
I
I 
i 
I 
II 
II 
'1 
'I !I 
il 
!,I 
I 
I 
I 
The majority of textbooks examined were for the sec-1 
I 
1ond cycle of American history. And, the conclusions and recom- li 
!documents. 
I 
! 
' 
lmendations were directed at writers• publishers, and curriculum i' 
I I 
!specialists rather than the immediate "consumers« of such mate- 1 
!rial, teachers. Recent research has been focused on the con- [: 
I il 
ltinu1ng problem of differentiating materials at all levels; and, lj 
! !: 
!ar~iculation between senior high school and college at a so-call~d 
I II 
';fourth cycle was the concern of one recent investigation. ;! 
:i 
Research before 1944. Bagley and Rugg (1916) used period~ 
' il ias "topics" 1n their study of seven junior high school textbooks1[ 
iTheir tabulation of content revealed that the average (55%) spac-
ldevoted to the period, 1'776·1865, compared favorably with that(5+) 
' il !recommended by the Committee of Eight of the American Historical !t 
: 1 il 
!Association ( 1909). (The most recent report recommended 67%.) 
I 
II 
:I 
il 
611 ][nubb~~~~:-~~ta or certain ~ap-:c:a~r hiatoey derived from eight l 
I
' [i 
!American history textbooks revealed the continuing trend of milii 
l!tary-politlcal emphasis ae well u the gradual rise of economic-~~~~~ 
·I 2 
II social tx-ea tment ( 1920). Roach' a similar study of subject• J! 
limatter categories in seven junior high school texts indicated th~ 
liincreased amount of apace devoted to economics; in fact, 4~ to I 
lj60% of the space was used for discussion of five subjects other 1\ 
[: 3 ~ 
Jlthan narrative. Coxe and his associates analyzed an undisclose, 
1number of basal and supplementary texts for the junior high scho~l. 
! !I 
iTbey reported greater emphasis on industrial and commercial topi~s 
libefore and after 1865 as well aa extensive discussion of inter• II 
llnational affairs through the twentieth century ( 1931). 4 Floyd !1 
liderived twenty-seven topics from four problems of democracy texti 
liand made a frequency count of. their treatment in five American 11 
II II 
!\history books. His findings revealed some treatment in two of J\ 
'I 
1
1
,the latter texts and the predominance of po1itical over social- ii 
. !I' i! 
ljeconomic problema. He concludes that overlapping is not so ex• : 
I': treme that American history texta could adequately treat con- rl 
tl II 
1
1
1
,
1
1temporary problems. 5 ( 1932) Clem and Ellis tabulated the apace 11 
I! 
\\distribution of periods in sixteen texts ( 10 senior high school)~. 
,, 'I 
II I Tryon, !!E.• cit., P• 193 (Julian B. Hubbell, "A Suggest.d 
!!Plan for the Reorganization of Hiatory Materia] 1n Secondary li 
11 Schools," Unpublished Master's Thea is, George Peabody College). ..[ 
!: 3 William Lloyd Roach, "Correlation with Other Subjects 1i 
l
i in Junior High School History Textbooks," School & Society { Janu~ 
:ary 31, 1931) XXXIII, PP• 1'78•1'79. ,i 
1i 4 Tryon, .2E.• ill•, P• 235-236 (Warren w. Coxe !!. .!l•, !i 
!Courses of Studt and Curriculum Offerinia in Junior High Schools il jln New York sta e, Albany, State E.ducat on Department, l93l). II 
· 5 011 ver R. Floyd, "overlapping between the Senior Hi~h [I 
School Courses in Problems of Democracy and American History, I 
1Ator1cal_qut1nok..,_JX:X::t:Il- tocct;g'b_~_l932) ~- PP•~~·302~ 11 
!I 
!f 
!they found main emphasia on the "middle" era of expansion and 
confllct (1829·65) besidea the tendency to extend discussion of 
'i f"' 
1 
economic growth and international affairs lnto the more recent ![ 
- i period ( 1933). 6 Murra examined seven American history textbooks II 
i from four cycles (including two senior high school publlcations) !
1 
! !I 
, and concluded that "a very considerable degree of similarity r
1 
I : 
! exists among the four courses." Content revealed outright repe-i
1
1, 
:: 
tition of previous cycles. "Evidence of planned articulation iaii 
almost completely lacking." Analysis was baaed on space allot-
ment for both major topics and chronological periods41S35). 7 
Levine chose fifteen problems of contemporary American life as 
11 
II 
II 
II 
II 
criteria for examining thirteen American history texts uaed in II 
He concluded that allu- II 1 senior high schools of New York City. 
:aions were frequent but provocative discuasions rare in the 
' 
1
writera' treatmentcof the major problema of today,l937). 8 
Research after 1944. Hodgkins examined forty American 
r 
I 
il 1, 
I 
I 
!I :his tory texts published after 1930J using periods as his refer- \I 
i ence points, he discovered the same approximate ratio of space 11 
I. ::·:~·:.::::t;:n::~t:::: ::::o~h::::::.:~1::0:::: ::::;:.:o:::~i: 
contents of six seniol'!·high school texts and four college volume • 
I 
:! 
6 Orlie M. Clem & w. J. Ellis, "Comparative Space by Peritds 
of sixteen Recently Published American History Textbooks," His-
1
• 
torical Outlook, XXIV (December, 1933), PP• 459-461. - 1! 
7 Howard E. Wilson, "American 'His tory in the Social Stud-li 
tea Curriculum," Sixth Yearbook, National Council tor the Soc1al 11! 
Studies, 1936, PP• 44-4~ (Wilbur F. Murra, "An Analysis of the i 
Courses in American History," unpublished term paper, Univeraity~1 1 
of lfinneaota, 1935). I 
~?extboo:a~l~,=i.i-·:J=e:~~~~i:i!!~~;::Ju~:~h• ~;;~ :!;:~~- c ' i .~ 
9 seventeenth Yeartiook, N. C. s. s., PP• 244-245. 
1
i 
li 
.I 
I! 
1: 
!! 
teat included in the 1944 report, American Hi.s tory in Schools 
~ and Colleges. This was perhaps necessitated by the lack of 
topics specifically recorr~ended for the fourth cycle. He made 
the rather surprising discovery that six of the seventeen items 
0 
received most extensive treatment in the high school materials. 
Merideth analyzed four senior high school texts published by 
1920 and two currently adopted for their space distr1butions 
for the periods before and after the Civil War. Her finding of 
27% for the period after 1865 1n the ear1ier texts was related 
to the 9% recommended 1n the syllabus of the Committee of Seven 
(l90l)J her finding of 55% in the later texts was related to 
the 50% proposed by the 1944 Committee on American History. The 
unstated implication would be that the texts of 1920 were ahead 
of the 1898 Committee and that today&s texts already anticipate 
11 
the recommendation of the latest professional report. Murphy 
and O'Leary conducted similar investigations, each examining th 
contents of four junior high school texts and tabulating word 
and line counts according to topics outlined in the 1944 Report' 
I George w. Hodgkins, "Articulation between the Junior 
and the Senior High School," in The Study and Teaching of Ameri 
can Hiato~, Seventeenth Yearbook, National Council for the So-
cial Stud es, Washington, 1946, pp. 244-245. 11 
10 Robert E. Keohane, "Articulation between the Figh Scho 1 
and College," Ibidem, PP• 259f. 
11 Dorothy M. Merideth, "Changing Content of American His 
tory Courses," Ibidem, p. 56 
/ 
Murphy suggested that supplementary reading be provided for 
certain topics and that the one text leading the other three 
~ in word and line counts for thirteen subtopics be considered 
a basic reader. His one proposal that local events needed em-
1
1 
II phasis in texts contradicted the Committee's statement that 11 
II 
such elements receive special treatment in the school's reading li 
program. The single topic, "recreation," was neglected. The !I 
junior high topics recommended by the Committee received adequaie 
coverage.12o 'Leary concluded very simply that, despite the I! 
II 
range1ot space distribution for eaoh topic and subtopic, only 
style differentiated the four books. He added that five major 
topics not included by the Committee were fully treated in the II 
textsJ these topics were, however, arbitrarily chosen and ooul1
1 
be differentiated for the high school cycle, grades ten through j 
II 
twelve. 13 
12 Charles J. Murphy, An Analysis of Topics in Junior 
Higp School American History Textbooks, UnpubliShed Master's" 
Thesis, Boston University, 1948. ----
13 James H. 0 1 I,eary, An Analysis of Topics in Jun1o!. 
Hish School American History Textbooks, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis; "Boston Un1veraity, 1948. 
li i! 
II 
'I !: 
li 
i! 
li 
i! 
I' 
li 
d 
I 
lOi1 ): .. 
CHAPTER III 
MATBRIALS AND METBO DS 
The materials include twelve American history textbooks 
' iror the senior high school levels (or, the third cycle of the 
!subject) and six topics (with forty-nine subtopics) recommended 
i 
ifor American history courses in grades ten through twelve. The 
:methods included line and page sampling, cumulative word counts,· 
~and comparative tabulationa of topical content. 
I. MA'l'ERIALS 
Textbooks. The moat recent and moat representative pub-
!licationa in the field of American b1atory·were chosen. Among 
i 
;·the twelve titles listed, none is dated before 1940. Also, 
there are nine publishers. No authorship occurs twice. More-
l over, moat of the texts have become "atandarda" 1n teaching 
service; they have been recommended by frequent adoptions. 
The textbooka are listed in the order 1n which they were 
collected and analyzed. The symbol in parentheses, representing. 
the writer(a), is used throughout the tables in Chapter rv. 
James Truslow Ada~ & Charles G. Vannest, ·fhe Record 
of America, New York, Charles scribner's Sons, 194~ ( OU:v). 
Harold Underwood Faulkner & Tyler Kepner, America: 
Its History and People: A Unit Organization, New York, 
Harpers, 1942 (F&K). 
David Saville Muzzey, A History of Our Countrz, Boston, 
Ginn, 194~~(Mu). 
Fremont P. Wirth, The Development of Americ~, New 
American Book Company, 1942 (wi). 
Charles A. Beard & Marr R. Beard, The Making of American 
Civilization, New York, Macmillan, l940 (B&B). 
Leon H. Cant"ield & Howard B. Wilder (with Frederic I,. 
Paxson, Ellis Merton Coulter, Nelson 1. Mead), The 
United States 1n the Making, Boston, Houghton M'ffilin, 
1942 ( C&W}. II 
William A. Hamm, From Colony to World Power 1 D. C. Heath, 11 Boston, 194'7 (Ha). if 
Edward E. Dale, Dwight L. Dumond, & Edgar B. Wesley, 
History of the United States, Boston, D. c. Heath, 1948, 
(DOW}. 
R. o. Hughes, The Makinf. of our United states, Boston, 
Allyn and Bacon, 1948 Hu). . 
Willis Mason We1t & Ruth We1t, The American People, 
Boston, Allyn and Bacon, 1948 (~~w). 
Helen Haugh & Robert E. Riegel, The United States of 
America, Charles scribner's sons, N. Y., l949 tH&R). 
Merle Curti & Lewis Paul Todd, America's Storz, New York, 
1
1 
Harcourt, Brace, 1950 ( C&T). :1, 
:i 
:'. 
ii 
Topics. The1e criteria for the quantitative analysis of!i li 
;j 
" the above textbooks were presented aa topical content for •enior[l 
I' fl 
!, high school American hiatory courses by a committee of educators~ 
1 historians, and social scientists in 1944. Their report 1ncludtf 
this outline of topics and .ubtopica, under the major theme of 
"A Democratic Nation 1n a World Setting": 
1. The Development of the American Political System: 
The growth of the Cofiatttutton; role of the supreme 
Court; the safeguarding of civil liberties; civil 
service; government aid through land grants, pensions,' 
subsidies, taritts; political parties and critical ' 
elections; state-federal relations. 
2. The Growth of Democracy: Extension of the fran• 
chiae; rise of universal public education; humani-
- tari_fl.n &ll4~~efOJ-DLJilOY•mentsl~OlH~ngingc~cQ_nq•_:p_tft _of 
democracy; legislation for social security; regional 
and national planning. 
3. The Growth of the American People: Immigration 
and its control; the composition and distribution 
of the population; domestic migration; rise of cities 
and metropolitan cent .. aj improvements in health and 
1
, 
sanitation; improved standards of living; population !1 
trends and their sis,nificance; industries and agricul-1 1 
ture; rural life and aspirations. · 
4. The Second Industrial Revolution: Economic developt 
menta slnoe the Civil War; technological advances; theil 
rise of corporations; the organization of manufacturer~ 
and laborers; government stimulation and regulation ofi! 
business; financial crises; third party movements. '' 
i: 5. The International Influence and Responsibilities of:· 
the United States: slgnlficant phases of American 
foreign policy since 1789; acquisition of overseas 
areas; oulturll contacts or the United States and other 
nations; international trade and investment; the tarif~ 
the issue of imperialism; First and second World Wars;i~ 
relations with Canada and f,atin America. il 
e. American Ideas and Ideals: The rise of American ,: 
literature, music, science, and the fine arts, and thei' 
social institutions bJ which their products are dis-
tributed; the place of education and religion in 
American life. 1 
The subtopics were enumerated with slight modification from the 
above topical paragraphs. There are three omissions: 1) "Eco-
nomic developments since the Civil War" (an inclusive subtitle 
il 
of the fourth topic); 2) "government stimulation ••• of business":' 
(a repetltton of "government aid ••• " in the first topic); 3) thEI!j 
"social 1nsti tutions" distributing cul tura 1 products (already 
' connoted by the arts, sciences, and humanities). There are 
1 American History in Schools and Colleges: The Report 
of the Committee on AmiPtoan History In scno618 Ina Colleges 
or the American H1s~r1ca1 Associatton, the M1sstastpp1 valley 
' ~lstor1ca1 Association, and tbe National Council for the Social 
Studies (Edgar B• Wes!ey, 01reotoi'), New York, Macmillan, 1944, 
··_ ·;c pp .. ~c=~--n u- .. -~ .. -·-- _. 
1: 
jt II 
II 
:; 
!I i· 
i 
-:!--- ---~------·-------- -------
I. 
!I 
!I -.··~~-
three additions: 1) Neutrality, 2) Monroe Doctrine, 3) Open 
': Door, considered "significant phases of Am.erican foreign policy 
I, 
1 stnce 1789." They were suggeated by Capta1.n Alfred T. Mahan's 
11 
!I 
!I 
i' li 
ii 
'I 
II 
:! Samuel ,.,. Bemis succinct-:: · interpretation of American intereats; 
I, 
1 ly stated it in three phrases, "in Asia, cooperation; in the 
:Caribbean, predominance; in Europe, abstention." 2 ·until the 
World Wars and the Good Neighbor Policy of this century, the 
: neutra1i ty legislation of Washington and Jefferson, the state 
. paper of Monroe, and the diplomatic overture of Hay seemed valid!! 
precedents for American policy toward Europe, the Western Hemi- ii i! 
I' II 
sphere, and Asia, respectively. '.I'b.e writer justifies his addi- 1i 
t ion of the three subtopics on such h.istor1 cal grounds. 
II. METHODS 
Line ~ Pa6e Sampling. Twenty lines on twenty separateji 
: pages were selected at random, and an average word count per 
I line was computed. Ten complete pages of printed text were also 
selected at random, and an average line count per page was com-
': puted. 
I 
Cumulative ~ Count!. The average word count per page:1 
1 of whole text was the product of an average word count per line 
~multiplied by an average line count per page. This word count 
: per page times the total sum of complete pages yielded the cumu+ 
I lati ve word count for part of the book. The word counts of frac~ 
II 
II I• 
14i1 
. ~I 
tional pages of print,a text were added together for a second !I 
cumulative count. Both cumulative word counts were combined li 'I 
for the total content of the book. II jl 
i! 
This procedure was followed for each subto?)ic,• the words !I 
t-' \1 
per line were multiplied by the lines per au}:)topic, and such !I 
I 
products were added for a cumulative word content for each sub- II 
d 
topic. The subtopics under each topical title were added for 
a cumulative word count for each topic. The sum of the topics 
represented the topical content of each book; i. e., this was 
1: the quantitalve index of a textbook's relationship to the com-
1
1 
" 
mittee report of 1944. :i 
!! 
Tabulation !!.!. Topical Content. Before the word counting~! 
the subtopics were enumerated. Then, book indices were perused 1i 
il 
for specific references (e. g., "Civil Service," "Monroe Doc- 11 
trine,'' etc.). The table or contents was consul ted for sugges- 1 
ii 
tive leads 1n instances where an index was incomplete or a su·b- ii 
I, 
,, 
topic too 1ncluatve. Finally, notes were taken and outlines ii 
were made for subtopics that werettoo generalized (e. g., Interi 
<I 
state Commerce Commission for "state-Federal Relations"; Tennes1 
!i 
see Valley Authority, Conservation, Atomic Energy for "Regional!: 
and National Planning"; dates of "critical elections" and or• 
' ganization of third parties). 
II 
Word counts for fort7-nine subtopics were taken and tabu~ 
lated under the six topical categories.. Also, cumulative word 
counts of topics and subtopics were arranged in comparative 
tables, relating the topical contents of the twelve texts. 
~~ ~~ ~~=~~~-~-~-=~~~ c-:t~~~,~ ~~- ecce--~ ~ ----- ~-~-'~ ~~- -~~----~~-~---~~ -~-~--·'~~=~=~=~===-=-- -~ ~-
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The DeveloRment of the American Political System (Table, 
'One): In this political category the most recent ,PUblications 
.· (DDW, H&R, C&T) have less coverage but better balance, relative 
to other topics. Faulkner & Kepner has the most extensive treat-
. ment of political parties, the most significant subtopic because, 
of the broad influence of its institU1onal subject. Subtopics op 
the Constitution, the Supreme Court, State-Federal relations, and 
.; tariffs are allotted considerable space in all the texts. Civil 
liberties need extended treatment, particularly for periods of 
:peace (~~·, postwar "witch-hunts" of radicals); and, Civil 
.service and land grants should be amplified by textbook writer 
;or classroom teacher. Pensions and subsidies, very specific 
items, should be related to the broader issues created qy govern~ 
.ment aid for pressure groups. For Topic I the basic texts (for 
.their balanced coverage of all subtopics) are Faulkner & Kepner 
,and Hamm; the collateral texts (for their total content and 
'treatment of specific subtopics) are Canfield & Wilder, Adams & 
Vannest, Beard & Beard, Muzzey, West & West, Curti & Todd. The 
1 findings suggest that most of the textbooks provide adequate 
coverage of Topic I. They indicate omissions for pensions (3) 
and subsidies (3) only. And, such subtopics may be developed 
with supplementary units of instruction. With one exception, 
1: the range for eleven texts is less than any range for signifi-
-- -- ~~ --=d;=~- SJlbt QR_i_ep ~~-'-l-J-=2~--Zl---=~ ~~~~•~•~ - ~ ~ --- ~.-~ ~ ~-~ ~-~~- -- • -- ==~•=~•~--=~=~~~-~==~~~=--o~~ c= ===== 
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TABLE ONE 
ANALYSIS OF TOPIC I, 
THE D:E!:VEI,OPMENT OF THE At>'IERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM 
'·Subtopic Book: A&V F&K Mu Wi B&B C&W 
1. Growth of the Constitution 4,490 4,100 2,208 
3,980 2,936 
5,000 
2,480 
490 
4,880 
4,010 
770 
I 5,260 wds.: 
2. Role of the Supreme Court 
13• Safeguarding Ci v11 IJiberties 
4. Civil Service 
~ I 
.I 5. Government Aid through 
a. f,and Grants 
b. Pensions 
e. Subsidies 
d. Tariffs 
6. Political Parties 
and Critical Elections 
7. state-Federal Relations 
Totals 
2,700 
1,430 
1,410 
250 
560 
1,870 432 
2,160 592 
1,230 1,ooo 
360 
630 
440 
270 
2,200 
660 
730 
380 
2,940 
3,720 
1,020 
1,670 
330 
280 
160 
5,880 2,780 6,3..'36 2,280 1,240 1,670 
7,510 10,987 6,304 4,600 6,360 7,740 
3,350 5,460 1,552 1,480 1,170 1,250 
27,580 33,357 21,720 19,870 23,130 23,100 wds. 
~ 
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TABLE ONE (Continued) 
ANALYSIS OF TOPIC I, 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AM~RICAN POLITICAl, SYSTEM 
·Subtopic Book: Ha DDW Hu W&W 
1. Growth of the Constitution 5,390 1,250 1,770 4,440 
1 2. Role of the Supreme Court 6,910 2,700 800 5,220 
3. Safegu~rdlng Civil Liberties 3,150 1,290 270 2,900 
4. Ci v11 Service 1,140 860 670 2,100 
5. r~vernment Aid through 
a. Land Grants 850 680 670 1,690 
b. Pensions 380 90 370 
c. Subsidies 1,230 1,300 400 350 
d. Tariffs 4,350 2,520 970 4,300 
6. Political Parties 
and Critical Elections 6,510 4,230 2,660 6,280 
7. State-Federal Relations 3,910 2,050 1,180 1,510 
Totals 33,630 17,260 8,980 29,160 
) 
-~--~---"-:-- -------~~ 
Ji&R C&T 
1,510 1,788 wds. 
2,600 2,766 
2,620 ).,386 
490 564 
).,810 720 
610 
660 2,232 
2,500 2,952 
2,~90 5,136 
1,570 1,284 
17,360 18,778 
-
~ 
-,-,~--~~ -~~=~-'= 
II 
II 
l'i 
.I 
II 18t The Growth of Demooracv (Table_.Two): Most 
I ·" 'I I 
' II !texts in this poll tical-social eategory show limited, yet even, I; 
I li ;coverage for the six subtopics. Greatest variability is shown 1, 
li !i 
llfor regional and na t1onal plann1ngJ 1n moat 1natanceo, conaer• jj 
llvat1on was neglected as an aspect of planning before the T. V. A•jl 
lland other New Deal projects. The franchise .. public education, 
II ., 
11social security, and concepts of democracy received fairly even 
!!coverage with one or two exception&. The subject of democracy, 
lia't]stract as a concept, needs "case studies" from history to il-
l!lustrate its evolution and its broadening 1nterpretationf i. e., 
l[the writer o'l the teacher must present the concrete achievements 
I 
land the implications of "Jeffersonian," "Jacksonian," "New Free• 
I 
idom," and "New Deal" democracy. And, incidentally, no index in-
; 
i 
!eludes the Kalamazoo decision of public school history. Allot-
l! . 
i!ment tor Topic II is concm trat ed on human! tari~ and reform mov~r 
p li 
l
!ments, particularly the contributions of the Progressive c:rusade,lj 
1
!commenced on farma and end 1ng 14 oi ties. Baa1c for their balanc~~ 
Ill " i: 
ljcoverage of this topic are Faulkner & Kepner, Beard & B•rd, and II 
ji 1: 
j1Dale1 Dumond & Wealey. Collateral tor their subtopical emphases ll 
llare Curti & Todd, Haugh & Riegel, Hamm. There are no omissions. II 
iiThe more recent books do not equal the Beards or Faulldler & Kep- 1: 
'jner 1n their de111.opment of the democratic concept. No subtopic !: 
l !! 
Jexcept social security needs amplification beyond the coverage li! 
i I 
ljartorded by the more inclusive or balanced texts. i/ 
i: 
!i 
i' ,, 
" li 
'I ~ 
) 
TABLE T'!TO 
ANALYSIS OF TOPIC II, 
THE GROWTH OF DEMOCRACY 
.subtopic Book: MV F&K 
-
I. Extension of Franchise 1,680 2.,490 
9. Rise of Universal Public Education 810 2,100 
10. Eumanitar1an & Reform Movements 690 9,480 
11. Changing Concepts of Democracy 1,110 3,890 
!l12. Legislation for Social Security 930 1,200 
,, 
' 13. Regional & National Planning 1_,210 2,060 
Totals 6,430 21,220 
--;:.:-.:.:==:±.:.::.:: ::-:. -~-:_- _:_:_-:...:.·..::---=:.:.=_.::_::_-_-:::::=.;_=--=:::::_::.:-=-:..-:... -=- -·- ·-· 
) 
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Mu Wi B&B C&W 
976 490 2,680 1,800 wds. 
24 1,720 2,710 650 
3,336 2,310 6,060 3_,540 
2_,472 1_,870 2,230 1,890 
1,416 200 1,260 1,260 
2,424 4:50 810 1,790 
10,648 7,020 1&,750 10,930 wds. 
~-=---____.:_..·-~-- ·--·~--· _;;;_ _________ ==:::::=.=.....:.::::.. 
J 
! .... 
eo 
.·~ 
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TABLE TWO (Conti~ued) 
ANALYSIS OF TOPIC II, 
THE GROWTH OF DEMOCRACY 
·subtopic Book: Ha DDN 
8. Extension of Franchise 900 1,240 
9. Rise or Universal Public Education 6'70 1,240 
10. Human! tar ian &: Reform Movements 2,920 5,180 
11. Changing Concepts of Democracy 1,900 2,500 
12. Legislation for Social Security 1,020 230 
13. Regional & National Planning '7,980 4,400 
Totals 15,390 14,790 
Ru 
1,840 
1,480 
3,120 
760 
370 
740 
8,310 
) 
---~=-:t--~cc====-= 
W&W H&R C&T 
2,090 510 714 wds •. 
'740 990 648 
3,330 3,880 6,594 
750 2,130 3,252 
850 960 300 
1,100 2,150 1,212 
-
8,860 10,620 }2,'120 wds. 
l\) 
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h .! ~~ The Grow•h or the American People {Table: ":three): ' , li 
: .X II 
lin thia social eategoPJ, the variability ot content tor all text~ 
Jlbooks is not so great as the ranges for the subtopics. This is 11 
IJparticularly true for the demographic items, composition, distri~ 
. ~ 
but1on, and trends of population. Findings for allusions to 11 ~improved health and eanitation and improved living standards ind~· 
I cate limited coverag.e and considerable range of difference. Ten 11 
•I II 
iof the twelve books reveal similar overall apace allotment, vary~ 
I ! 
l ing only for the major topics in this category, the effects of , I li 
I industries and agricultural changes, domestic migration and for· II 
l
leign immigration, and urban centralization on social institution~. 
Concentrated treatment of immigration ia offered by Dale, Dumond~ 
I 11 
,1 and Wesley. Faulkner & Kepner emphasizes movement toward fron- I! 
Ji tier and city as well as the changing relationships between in- f/ 
l
l I 
1 dustries and agriculture. Curti and Todd surpasses others in spac~ 
1 ll 
iallotted urban development. Beard & Beard is un'~ue for its hi~ 
I 1word count for subtopic twenty-one. It is significant that re-
lcent publications (excepting Dale, Dumond, 
, increased such social content cons1.de:rably 
I 
& Wesley) have not i' 
!i 
over earlier texts. !~ 
!For 
li 
II 
Weslet 
!I 
Topic III basic, or balanced, texts are Dale, Dumond & 
and Haugh & Riegel; collateral, or specialized, works are Faulk~ 
il 
Jl 
1ner & Kepner, Curti & Todd, and Hamm. Canfield & Wilder and Hau~h 
II 
p 
& Riegel compensate for the othera' neglect of population trends 1: 
~~ II 
1 ii 
[and population composition and cUatributlon, respectively. Therf 
·!are subtopical omissions for health, sanitation, living atandardt, 
i and population trends. Urbanism and rural life need emphasia. !! 
===#==----~= 
) ) 
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TABLE THREE 
ANALYSIS OF TOPIC III, 
THE GROWTH OF THE AMERICAN PEOPI,E 
, SUbtopic Book: A&V F&K Mu Wi BarB C&W 
,I 
I 
14. Immigration and Its Control 1,480 1,920 1,208 1,010 1,510 
,I 
2,430 wds. !i 
I 
15. Composition & Distrib~tion of 
Population• 340 700 80 800 540 790 
' 
: 16. Domestic Migration il . 1,620 4,400 736 1,490 1,130 1,150 
,, 
ii 17. Rise or Cities and Metropolitan 
220 II Centers 2,420 272 100 1,610 310 
:' 18. Improvement of Heal tb & Sanl tation 90 320 280 
1 19. Improved L1 ving Standards 1,460 600 2,090 1,070 
20. Population ~rends &: Significance 500 800 3,130 
21. Industries & Agriculture 2,810 6,580 2,760 530 7,350 2,560 
, 22. Rural Life & Aspirations 730 770 384 820 1,040 1,430 
Totals 9,160 16,790 6,040 7,730 13,500 13,150 wds. 
--~---------- .... - - ----·--------------· -----·-----·----------
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TABLE T}TIREE (Continued) 
ANALYSIS OF TOPIC III, 
THE GROWTH OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 
Subtopic Book: Ha DDW Hu W&W 
14. Immigration and Its Control 3,260 5,490 2,'720 1,940 
15. Composition & Distribution of 
Population 1,410 9'70 1,410 1,580 
16. Domestic Migration 1,530 3,480 3,160 2,400 
1 1'7. Rise ot Citiea & Metropolitan 
Centers 1,560 2.600 1,330 1,1540 
18·• Improvements11n Health & Sanitation 530 680 1,030 
19... Improved Standards ot Li vlng 1,060 1,'730 940 730 
20. Population Trend.s & Significance 280 260 280 340 
21. Industries &~Agriculture 3,010 4,830 1,100 610 
22. Rural Life & Aspirations 2,160 970 1,020 860 
Totals 14,800 21,010 12,990 10,000 
) 
H&R C&T 
1,140 2,892 wds. 
2,440 930 
1,340 2,898 
2,180 3,024 
1,2'70 642 
940 204 
940 438 
5,160 1,488 
2,160 1,272 
17,570 13,788 wds. 
l\) 
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II The Second Industrial Revolution ( Table::Four ): ·• ~~ 
1! II 
ltn this economic category there is leas trariability among text• jl 
I II lbooka than 1n other topical diat1'1butions, and apace allotment. I! 
jtor subtopics are more even. Government regulation of business 11 
!shows a broad range and particular emphasis by recent texts. Th~ 
lrangeo for technological advances and for organization of laboref 
1and manufacturers are limited in spread. There ia normal distr11 
lbution among twelve texts for financial crises and third party i! 
:1 il 
[lmcvemmts. There is no omiasion and no significant neglect. !1 
I I; 
Total counts for 1949 and 1950 publications indicate an upward I 
! 
I 
trend.:: .for economic hiatoey. Ad4k[uate treatment in most texts fo I ~ I 11 topics makes suggestions for special units unnecessary. The 1 eat covered subtopic is twenty•f1ve,although more space is de• 
! 
!voted to trade unions than to employers' associations and com-
1lmercial pressure groups; for extensive discussion Curti & Todd 
lis the primary secondary apurce. Beard & Beard, Canfield & Wild~ 
I II 
IIHaugh & Riegel, Curti & Todd all treat government regulation of I[ 
!fueineos broadly, Adamo & Vamest stands out for financial cri-1 
I••• and technological advances. Corporations receive moat space li 
I i! ll1n Haugh & Riegel, Hamm, and Fau1-.kner &: Kepner1 this subtopic ij 
~~as the beat spatial distribution of the six, indicating emphasi~i 
,, :1 
lon institutional growth. For Topic ~V basic texts are Curti & !i 
I ii [Todd, Haugh & Riegel, Faulkner & Kepner, Hamm, Beard & Beard, 1: 
r" land Ca~field & W:!lderl qualitative analysis must determine the 11 
I; , 
~~rimary text among six. For Topic IV collateral texts are .Muz• j 
ll II 
lizey, Adams & Vannest, Wilson & Wilson. (Third parties: F&K, ~~T>Ij 
~ ~--,~~~,~~,,·-~~~~-- =*=II= 
II li 
I !: 
I !: 
) ) 
TABLE FOUR 
ANALYSIS OF TOPIC IV, 
THE SECOND INDUSTRIA!. REVO!,UTI0N 
i Subtopic Book: A&V F&K Mu Wi B&B C&W 
23, Technological Advances 5,180 3,310 1,360 3,690 2,780 1,020 wds. · 
24. Rise of Corporations 1,260 3,930 1,144 2,050 2,360 2,790 
1 25. organization of Manufacturers 
and J.,aborera 2,920 6,200 6,808 4,060 6,770 5,390 
26. C-overnment Regulation of Bueiness 4,220 5,830 2,312 1,400 11,180 10,040 
27• Financial Cr1aee 8,510 6.'700 912 1,910 2,4'70 2,470 
. 28• Third Party ~iovements 550 4,010 2,344 2,180:; 1,180 1,620 
Totals 22,640 29,980 14,880 16,030 26,740 23,330 wds. 
--
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TABLE ·FOUR (Continued) 
ANALYSIS OP TOPIC IV, 
THE SECOND INDUSTRIA!, REVOLUTION 
: Subtopic Book: Ha 
·123. Technological Advances 4.580 
24. Rise of Corporations 4 1 000 
'25. Organization of Manufacturers 
and Laborers 
26. Gov~ent Regulation of Business 
2'7. Financial Crises 
! 28. Third Party Movements 
Totals 
6,690 
8,490 
2.060 
2,010 
2'7,830 
DDW 
1,'780 
1,180 
3,280 
4,140 
2,240 
f!IO 
13,590 
=~~~=~-,=-~ccccc~c=c= .. c:~.~=·=~~-=-c··=·-~~=-= .·.c==-·=c==~--~cc- -,====c~-=-~==.cc.--
Hu 
3,410 
1,080 
2,600 
8'70 
650 
450 
9,060 
W&\'1 
1,'710 
1,520 
5,090 
1,390 
1,610 
860 
12,180 
H&R 
3,4'70 
4,'760 
'7.400 
12,120 
1,620 
1,780 
31,150 
C&'l' 
41 536 wds. 
3,418 
12,420 
10,638 
1,g8s 
3,306 
36.304 wds. 
1\) 
CJ) 
The International Influence and Responsibilities of the 
I pace to wars (cr. topics onWorld Wars I and II, Spanish•Ameri-
r•n War)~ The concept or imperielilll shows greater var1ab111ty II 
~nd overall content than the concept of democracy; in this in- ' I 
~tance, case studies are part of the context. The tariff receiv · 
li 
xtended treatment (with one exception); however, related inter-
! 
: ational trade an4iinvestment have irregular apace allotment• I 
contacts of the United States with other nations is I 
'I II 
ompletely omitted (the only subtopic so neglect«i in this study)~ 
his reveals complete neglect ot the "Americanization" of the li 
II 
1 
orld in this century. Concerning foreign policy since 1789, ~~~~~ 
~eutrality is given uneven apaceJ the Monroe Doctrine, ample Jll 
~ordage. The Open Door ia given least discussion of the three 
II !! 
rphaaea" despite the Pacific and·As1atic orientation of this cen-~ 
~~ury. Canada's treatment is poor compared with latin America's. I) 
~omparative word counts for World War II must be discounted for II 
~ater publ1cat1on dates; Ha1111 and Curtt,"a: 'l'<>dd ror thta subtop1ci! 
fe-tch Muzzey' a apace for. World War I. Wirth 1a primary referencell 
tfor neutrality; Dale, Dumond & W•ley for the Monroe Doctrine 1 anr 
'~he latter and Hamm for the Open Door. Haugh &c Riegel stands out!! 
ror trade and' 1nves tmentJ Muuey and Hamm for the tariff • J'a11lk!'li 
~er & Kepner and Wirth treat imperialism broadly; Faullmer &: 1
1 
i! 
~epner and Curti & Todd and Canfield & Wilder allot most apace j! II o overaeaa areas, Curti & Todd and Haugh & Riegel_ are primary [I 
,I 
'Cenadaf-::=Ollrilt=&= 'fedd ar1d Dale, numond,=&=Wesle', ~=Latin t 
i) 
I! 
i! 
II 
:, 
l! ,, 
) ) 
-----. --q 
'fABLE FIVE 
ANALYSIS OF TOPIC V, 
THE INTERNATIONAL INFLUENCE 8c RESPONSIBII,ITIES OF THE UNITED STATES 
. Su.btopic Book: A&V F&K Mu Wi B&:B C&W 
29. Phases of Foreign Policy since 1789 
a. Neutrality (Europe) 1,2~0 2,400 936 4,648 790 900 wds. 
b. Monroe Doctrine (W.Rem!sphere) 2,030 3,610 1,744 1,321 2,300 2,030 
c. Open Door (Aaia) 1,080 1,040 504 520 960 1,080 
' 
,30. Acquisition of Overaeaa Areas 2,250 5,980 2,504 2,570 3,630 4,530 
:31~ Cultural Contacts: U. s. &- Others 
32. International Trade & Investment 2,000 824 1,650 2,420 1,060 
.33.; The Tariff 2,870 3,760 4,320 3,800 2,080 3,610 
34. The Issue of Imperialism 1,100 8,980 2,880 7,510 3,310 2,890 
35. a. World War I 10,360 6,800 20,240 4,040 7,200 12,000 
b. World War II 9,620 3,210 a. teo 6,720 
36• Relations with a. Canada 1,210 960 592 1,060 210 350 
b. Latin America 7,350 6,930 6,424 5,010 6,200 5,950 
Totals . . . ~ l\) 39 100 45 670 44 OSO 38 Ei9CL _29 01HL .. 00 · . -·- - ----
.c ·.c·.cc ·occ~c~~~c·c · c· c~ .. - ., .. ,. -.- co.=c~~c·~·c~-= c-= ·c -.c~~ ,J~ ........ -·-·- _4 ...... -. --- .. '~ · · · .... ~--- .. -·-----
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TABLE FIVE (Continued) 
ANALYSIS OF TOPIC v. 
) 
THE INTERNATIONAL INFLUENCE & RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE UNITED STATES 
32. International Trade & Investment 1,450 1,800 800 1,380 3,650 1,854 
33. The Tariff 4,550 2,520 970 4,300 2,500 2,232 
34. The Issue of Imper1a11sm 820 1,530 1,930 1,380 1,452 
,35. a. World War I 6,300 4,570 2,600 5,580 4,880 9,720 
b. World War II 14,700 10,800 2,480 7,370 6,150 l4,040 
36. a. Relations with Canada 220 120 620 2,030 2,118 
b. Relations with Latin America 9,750 2,370 2,730 3,040 7,660 ).2,594 
Totals 47, Q~_Q_~~~2()Q__~~='~~9~=~1-='~~2_,_~~ 92_Q~= 5!? ·~f5~1-~!dlt. -
---~~"'1'~~-~---=cc"=--
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II I 
1 Faulkner & KepnerJ collateral texts are Haugh & Riegel, Muz- I 
I 
zey, Beard & Beard,tor international trade and investment), 
Wirth, and Dale, Dumond & Wesley. 
American Ideas and Ideals (Tabler: §_~x): I I 
In this cultural-social category, eleven texts show fairly even J 
I 
distribution of space for three aubtopicsJ and, therel1a little I 
vuiability for total topical conta1ts. Literature, education, jj 
and religion are favored; music, fine arts, and social insti- li 
tutiona distributing their products (radio and motion pictures) II 
slighted. Science, though unevenly dis tl"i but«<. among twelve /1 
li 
texts, has a valid average or median count (without extremes of II 
I! 
undertr•tment or overtreatment). Beard & Beard has first plact 
for tbu aubtopica; Haugh & Rfegel affords greater space for li 
' religion, while BRDI provides 1110re wordage for science. Other ii 
I texts that tr• t 11 tera ture rather ex tens 1 vel y are- Wirth, II 
!/ Ca.nfield &: Wilder, Dale, Dumond & Wesley, and Haugh & Riegel. !! 
!1 Secondary for music is Haugh &: RiegelJ likewise, for fine arts.![ 
II li Curti & Todd and Wea t & West follow for education. Hughes I! 
I li 
1 may also be mentioned for religious thought and church organi- I! 
ii 
zation. For Topic VI basic texte cannot be enumerated because li 
:: 
Beard & Beard is singular for ita total contents and for its 
balanced treatment of all aspects of our civ1lizatjon. For 
Topic VI collateral texts are Curti &: Todd, Haugh &: Riegel, 
Adame & Vannest, Dale, Dumond & Wesley, Canfield & Wilder, 
Hamm, Wirth. 
. -~-~---~---··=-= 
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) 
!Subtopic 
37. American Literature 
" i38. American Music 
'39. American Science 
·' 40. American Fine Arts 
·· 41. American Education 
! 42. American Religion 
Total a 
'!'ABLE SIX 
ANALYSIS OF TOPIC VI, 
AMERICAN IDEAS AND IDEALS 
Book: A&V F&K Mu 
3,340 2.030 272 
400 310 96 
3,220 2,350 1,376 
1,250 950 
1,860 3.660 368 
830 1,830 464 
10,900 10,730 2,570 
) 
Wi B&.B C&W 
4.810 9,000 4 1 020 wds. 
390 940 420 
950 3,980 920 
420 3,070 860 
3,780 7,310 2,180 
1,680 3,820 1,600 
12,030 28,120 10,000 wds. 
CA 
_-.H=-~~~==~-=· 
) 
Subtopic 
37. American Literature 
38. American Music 
39. American Science 
·· 40. American Fine Arta 
41. American Education 
42. American Religion 
Totals 
'!'ABLE SIX (Continued) 
ABALYSIS OF TOPIC VI, 
AMERICAN IDEAS AVD IDEALS 
Book: Ha DDW Hu 
3,700 4,270 2,040 
130 620 480 
4,560 2,500 1,190 
130 610 
3,260 3,010 2,990 
1,550 2,290 3,1'70 
W&W 
2,410 
60 
1,460 
240 
4,280 
2,140 
13,330 12,690 10,480 10,590 
H&R 
4,780 
800 
1,010 
1,660 
3,540 
4,320 
16,110 
) 
':-~--::--:=--=:~----=-=::-::-.:=-.:.-:::-:==.:"::-..:.-
C&T 
2,418 wds. 
414 
2,130 
1,332 
4,830 
2,022 
13,146 wds. 
_., ___ , 
c.. 
1\') 
) 
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TABLE SEVEN 
COMPARATIVE WORD COUNTS OF 
TOTAL CONTENT AND TOPICAT. CONTENT 
OF TWELVE TEXTBOOKS INCLUDING 
RANKS AND PERCENTAGES 
) 
-------- --·-·- ----~-·-- -_::-;:--_-:::-:·=~::-::---=._:-_~::-~ 
\aT--~-- {1)1-- --- --- ----- Tc1~--u-- ( d) 
Book Total Content (Rank) Topical Content (Rank) Percentage (b/a) (Rank) Rating* 
A&V 258,863 words 
F&K 227,600 wda. 
Mu 206,496 
W1 196.460 
B&B 207,900 
C&W 231,200 
Ha 245,700 
DDW 222,000 
Hu 132,260 
W&W 208,760 
H&R 192,500 
C&.T 275,320 
( 2) 
( 5) 
( 9) 
( 10) 
( 8) 
( 4) 
( 3) 
( 6) 
( 12) 
(7) 
(11) 
( 1) 
115,810 words 
157,749 wds. 
99,9<&8 
101,570 
136,290 
114,9m<l 
152,030 
112,300 
*453,470 
102,540 
128,730 
150,300 
( 6) 
(1) 
(11) 
( 10) 
( 4) 
(7) 
(2) 
( 8) 
(12) 
( 9) 
(5) 
( 3) 
* Ratings are based on cumulative and relative ranks. 
-" ~!!ll" denot_q a_!'-bui-e" teX-tbook c~the~--P¥c1u~!~" 
44.7% 
69.3 
48.4 
51.7 
65.5 
49.7 
61.8 
50.5 
4'7.9 
49.1 
66.9 
54.6 
( 12) 
{1) 
( 10) 
( 6) 
( 3) 
( 8) 
( 4) 
(7) 
( 11) 
( 9) 
( 2) 
( 5) 
c 
B 
c 
c 
B 
c 
B 
c 
c 
c 
B 
B 
II li 
I' H II 
3411 
li 
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TABLB EIGHT - II 'I I• ii il 
RANGES FOR SIX TOPICS ij II 
I! 
A. Topical Rangel tor All Books II 
II 
Topic Range (words and book) Ji II !I 
8 1 980 (Hu) I· I • 33,630 (Ha) I' 
I! II 6 1 430 ( .A&V) • 21 1 220. ( F&K) 
II 
III 6 1 040 (Mu) • 21,010 (DDW) II 
IV 9,060 (Hu) 
- 36,304 ( C&T) jl li 
v 13,660 (Hu) 
- 55,564 ( C&T) II li 
VI 2,570 ( Mu) 
- 28,120 ( B&:B) ll I• 11 
I I! 
11 
il B. Topical Ranse in Each Book ,, ,, II 
Book Range (worde and topic) li 
li A&V 6 1 430 (II) • 39 1 100 { V) 
li 
F&K 10,730 (VI) • 45 1 670 ( V) I' II 
li 
Mu 2 1 670 (VI) • 441 090 ( V) II 
W1 7 1 020 (II) • 38 1 890 ( V) I' ,I 
I' 
1: 
B&B 13,500 (III) - 29 1 050 (V) 
C&W 101 000 (VI) • 341 400 (V) 
Ba 13 1 330 (VI) • 47 1 050 (V) 
DDW 12 1 690 (VI) • 321 960 (V) 
Hu 8,310 (II) • 131 600 (V) 
W&W 8 1 860 (II) • 31,750 (Vl 
H&:R 10,620 (II) - 35 1 920 (V) 
C&T 12,720 (II) • 55,564 (V) 
) ) 
!1 Book- Topl-cirTopic Pctg 
11 Total I 
A&V 115,810 27,580 ~ 
i1 F&K 157,747 33,357 ~ 
Mu 99,948 21,720 21.7 
-
Wi 101,570 18,870 ~ 
B&B 136,290 23,130 ~ 
C&W 114,910 23,100 20.1 
-
Ha 162,030 33,630 22.4 
-
DDW 112,300 17,260 15.4 
Hu 63,470 8,980 14.2 
-
i!W&W 102,540 29,160 28.4 
i[H&R -128,730 17,360 ~ 
C&T 150,300 18,778 ~ 
TABLE NINE· 
CUMULATIVE SURVEY OF SIX TOPICS 
WORD COUNTS, PERCENTAGES, AND RATINGS 
Topic Pctg Topic~ Pctg -Topic Pctg 
II III IV 
6,430 ~ 9,160 ~ 22,640 ~ 
21,220 13.4 
-
16,790 lQ.!! 29,980 19.0 
10,648 !Q.:! 6,040 
.2.!..2 14,880 14,9 
7,020 6.9 7,730 7,6 16,030 !2.!1. 
-
15,750 11.6 13,500 9.9 26,740 ~ 
-
10,930 ~ 13.150 11.5 
-
23,330 !Q& 
15,390 ~ 14.800 .2.!.!! 27,8~ 19.4 
-
14,790 13.1 21,010 18.7 13,590 12.1 
-
8f310 llil 12,900 ~ 9,060 14.3 
-
8,860 8.6 10,000 9.75 12,180 11.9 
- -
10,620 8.26 17.570 13,7 31,150 24.2 
-
12,720 8,95 13.788 ~ 36,304 24.2 
-
RATINGS 
Balanced Cove:raae: B&B, F&lt, B&:R, C&T 
Topic 
v 
Pctg 
39,100 ~ 
45,670 29.0 
44,090 H!.! 
38,890 38.1 
29,050 21.4 
-
34,400 ~ 
47,050 n..& 
32,960 ~ 
13,650 21.5 
-
31.750 31.8 
35.920 27.9 
55,564 37.2 
Toplc Pctg 
VI 
10,900 9.43 
-
10,730 6.80 
--1 2,570 hl 
12,030 !.!!.!! 
28,120 !2.!! 
10,000 8.71 
13,330 .!h!! 
12,690 11.3 
10,480 16.51 
10,590 10.3 
16,100 12.6 1~ ,146 e. 751 
I 
-
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CHAPfBR V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIOIS, RECOMMENDATIONS 
I 1: I II II I sTTUUa'Dy 1':1' 
I! • u~ 'I 
II . 
l
i According to the "plan of topical-chronological differen-1 
1 li. tiation" presented by the Committee on American History in 
I 
I Schools and Colleges, one halt ot the senior high school course 1 
11 will be devoted to the period a iDee 1865. Textbooks which allot I 
II more than halt of their apace to the topical content recommended!! 
I by the Committee for thia period ahould be cona1dered basic for I! 
I grades ten through twelve. The following text a have qual11'1ed 11 
1ror such placement: Faulkner & Kepner, Hamm, Curti & Todd, Bear~ 
II& Beard, !laugh lit Riegel. · II 
Collateral text~whicb allot slightly more than the mediat 
percentage (52%) or less than half of their wordage to the .Com- II 
mi ttee ... 'a topics, include the following: Wirth, Dale, Dumond & li 
>I 
Wesley, Canfield & Wilder, West & West, Muzzey, Hughes, and Adamt 
&- Vannest. They ma;r be used for special reference, for review II 
of earlier periods, and for advanced junior high school reading· II 
. It 
Topical ranges for the twelve texts reveal major emphasis!! 
II 
I! 
on international relations. In aix texts least space was allot-1; 
I' 
1: 
ted to the growth of democracyJ in five texts, cultural develop·!~ 
li 
ment had lowest word counts; and in one, social history was lowett 
I of the topical distributions. li 
I II I The basic texts which offer balanced treatment of all topt 
ice and of most subtopics are Beard & Beard, Faulkner & Kepner, li 
1 American History in Schools and Colleges, p. 71'.~ =~=li=l!==== 
II 
1: 
ii 
II 
Haugh & Riegel, and Curti & Todd (in order). In each social-
science category, the following ranked high quantitatively: as 
political texts- Harnm, Faulkner & Kepner, Curti & Todd (also 
Adams & Vannest, Muzzey, West & West); as economic texts--
Faulkner & Kepner, Curti & Todd, Haugh & Riegel; as social texts-
Haugh & Riegel, Hughes; and, as cultural texts- Beard & Beard, 
Haugh & Riegel. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
1. That "many extant textbooks ••• can readily be adjusted 
to the program"2 is a justifiable Committee claim; :for, most of' 
the textbooks analyzed can be adjusted to its senior high school 
course content. Significantly, no textbook offers less than 48% 
of its space to the topical core; the range for all percentages 
was from 44.7 to 69.3 with 52% as the median. 
2. Balanced treatment in the basic texts (published before 
·.and after 1944) manifests improvement in the field of curricular 
materials for American history. Emphasis on economic trends and 
international affairs is a strong indication o:f possible revision 
in favor of social and cultural topics. 
3. The six major topics are easily categorized (perhaps, 
.with the exception of the second); but, many specific subtopics 
may be combined or included in larger units. The :following need 
supplementary reading: cultural contacts with other nations, 
population composition, distribution, and trends; health, 
sanitation, living standards; music and fine arts; subsidies 
.and pensions. 
--. ----- --- ----------- -----------::-=--------==--=---==::::----~-·-- -----
n2 0:2.! cit,. ,'p. 83f. 
music and fine arts; subsidies and pensions• The concept of 
democracy needs as much apace as the concept of imperialism. 
Urban problems receive relatively less treatment than problems 
II 
'I 
li 
If I 
! 
I 
,! 
given 11 of changing frontiers. Science as a social institution is 
I 
as much wordage as tecbnolOgJ't,as an economic instrument 1n only I 
i 
·a few texts. And, American attitudes toward participation in ,! 
'I [! 
1
international agencies are absorbed in the inclusive military- li 
!
political categor16s of Werld Wars I and II. The implications j! 
,I 
li'or public opinion or newspaper chains and colllll .. c1alited jour- lj 
naliam ·are absorbed in "literature." The etfeota on social mores I 
of the automobile, the motion picture, red io and televidon are 11 
classified as institutional products in the broad cultural topic~ 
I yet. a1gn1f1 can tl;r enou&> • onl;r one subt op 1c ( cul tura 1 con tac ta ) I! 
l is omitted in all texts; and, only nine out out forty-nine sub- I! j: 
I topics have omissions in one or more textbooks. 1! 
I [i 
I III. RECOMMDDATIONS li 
,I I! 
1 1. A comprehensive survey should be made of American His-11 
:; 
tory textbooks for each cycle, relative to the topical content ii 
I' II 
II 
recommended for each cycle by the 1944 Report. Each book should[ 
be analyzed quantita,ively according to space allotments for all[ 
_,
topics. The validity of Murra's concl~sion that there is no ev1* 
denee of planned articulation in any textbook should be tested. 3 ll 
2. A more d1acr1m1nat1ve qualitative anal;rais of Amer1canll 
history textbooks should be made for the senior hlgh school fiel*.~ 
Differentiating cri ter1a other than top 1cs, and content norms or II 
li 
~ I 3 cr. footnote #7 in Chapter II of this study. 
==~-===*====================================-=-~=-=~=-------==-======~=-~~====== 
measures other than word, line, and page counts,should be chose 
to ascertain the relative values of extant publications. A-
Hodgkins succinctly stated, 
Doubtless much of differentiation which really 
does exist between textbooks for different lev-
els is in vocabulary, style~, and the handling 
of content not revealed by atat1atics of men-
tions and space allotments. 
Relative to this problem of differentiating American history fo,l 
adequate grade placement in one of rhree cycles are the followi1f 
citations from author! ties on education and history: 11 
Historical facts, conditions, and institutions 
are, more or less, on a d•d level when thought 
of as to their teachableness. The same tact can 
be taught in the first and twelfth grades with a 
certain degree of euccess ••• Progression within 
the subject of history cannot be secured entirely 
through the selection and the organization of the 
facts to be taught. The problem of gradation in 
history is~ therefore, largely one of method of 
procedure.o (The textbook is ~ the teach~) 
p 
II 
II 
I I, 
li 
I li 
Any kind of history is elementary if it is pre• I! 
sented in the formot concrete examples •• ,brought il 
within the sensory experience of children. Any Iii 
other his tory is advanced. History presented in 
the fonn of general! ties is advanced his tory. 1! 
His tory presented 1n the form of reasoning from !I 
generalities is advanced history. History pre• Ill 
sen ted in the form of aba tract appraisals of men I'.~. 
or things is advanced history. It may, therefore, 
be agreed that the pro blan of grading history is 11'1· 
essentially a problem of presentation. A tact 
presented in one way is elemtlltary; t~e same fact I 
presented in another way 1s ad van eed. (The text- 1! 
book writer'• style or manner of presentation and jl 
the teacher's method of procedure can differentlat~~l 
3. Committees of teacher• and supervisors should supple• II 
ment the Committee 'a national core with syllabi stressing local,li 
state,reg1onal subtopics. All classroom units should have top1 r 
7 al sequences requiring extensive read 1ng outside textbooks. 
I 
I 
I 
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